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We were thrilled by the end results. Loved the songs, which were readily learnt by all ages.

Children were enthusiastic about characters and storyline from the beginning.

Extremely positive feedback from community and audience.

Ideal show for mixed ages.

Thank you.

Brightwater School

The choice of this play turned out to be an inspired one, because it was such a delight to stage it.

We included every child from grade 3 to grade 6. Large cast opportunities and large chorus opportunities.

Teachers, students and families alike continue to rave about ‘Once Upon a Time’, about its funny dialogue,

its wonderful range of musical numbers and the enthusiasm and talent of our students,

which were showcased to such effect in this very clever musical.

Thanks to the writers.

St Mary’s College

Our performance of ‘Once Upon a time’ was a smashing success.

I have now produced 3 of your musicals and they have all been wonderful.

Thank you for writing such fantastic material for primary school children.

Good Shepherd School, Plumpton

Thanks for writing great music and a script kids can relate to. It is exciting as the endless rehearsals continue,

to watch the unique magic of each show develop. You know the process is well underway when lines from the script 

start appearing in normal conversation, when parents come to school complaining that the ‘bleep’ ‘Imagination’ song 

has been going around in their head all night. You know that success is assured when the interpretation/creation

of the script/music/scenery become the personal/collective responsibility of all those involved.

Your material has been the impetus and for this we thank you.

Bimbaden Hts PS

You can order Once Upon a Time at www.bushfirepress.com/onceuponatime 
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Production notes
Synopsis

Once Upon a time, in Nursery Town, MOTHER GOOSE had gone on a holiday to visit the Man in the 
Moon. MAYOR HUMPTY DUMPTY takes the opportunity to ‘re-structure’ Nursery Town and make it more 
efficient. Policies are passed and timetables established. There will be no more frivolous, chaotic goings on 
in Nursery Town. No more people jumping over candlesticks, cats playing fiddles or dishes running away 
with spoons. Order will be established. The shopkeepers are pleased, but some like MARY, MARY, JACK 
HORNER and THE DOCK TWINS are not so sure. 

As HUMPTY is opening the new Nursery Town Mall, OWL arrives with a grave concern. JACK & 
JILL enter, carrying a cardboard BARBER BLACKSHEEP, LITTLE BOY BLUE carries in a cardboard 
COW, PETER PUMPKIN EATER’S wife carries a cardboard PETER – even KING COLE has found his 
FIDDLERS THREE turned to cardboard. With so much order, the magic is beginning to fade in Nursery 
Town. Children are ceasing to read the rhymes and one by one the characters are turning to cardboard … and 
CAPTAIN BOREDOM is out of the cage. And this time he has a ZOMBIE ARMY.

MOTHER GOOSE returns, with the not-too-bright GOOSEY GANDER. She is shocked to find what has 
been happening in her absence and orders the immediate dismantling of the mall. She is going to put some 
fun back into Nursery Town.

Meanwhile, CAPT BOREDOM and his SERGEANT are with the ZOMBIE ARMY wondering how to get 
themselves a spy. In wanders GOOSEY, whom they mislead and charm with a cap and badge. He is now 
their unwitting spy, reporting on the goings-on in Nursery Town.

Meanwhile, in order to put some fun back into Nursery Town, HUMPTY has organised the Nursery Town 
Olympics, with the Candlestick Jump, the Egg & Spoon Race and other events. But cardboard characters 
continue to turn up. MOTHER GOOSE arrives with OWL. They have a plan. They will trap CAPTAIN 
BOREDOM by letting him think they have all turned to cardboard and allowing him to take the throne. 
But to make the plan work, they need to lure him. Just then, GOOSEY wanders in, with his cap and badge. 
MOTHER GOOSE immediately realises that he has been duped by the CAPTAIN and offers him the 
position of AMBASSADOR, a post that comes complete with a chain of office (donated grudgingly by 
HUMPTY). GOOSEY goes off to set up the meeting with the CAPTAIN and the folk of NURSERY TOWN 
prepare their trap.

BOREDOM and the ARMY enter Nursery Town to find nothing but cardboard cutouts. He takes the throne, 
but as he does, the Nursery Folk come from behind the cutouts and turn them around to reveal bars on the 
other side. They encircle him and he is trapped. They place him in a playpen.

With such a burst of imagination and unexpected events, the excitement and fun has suddenly come back 
to Nursery Town and all of the cardboard characters come to life. Children are reading the rhymes again, 
HUMPTY has learned about the value of play, imagination and spontaneity and GOOSEY has learned the 
folly of letting ambitions cloud judgement. This calls for a Royal party in Nursery Town.



CAST
MAJOR CHARACTERS

(in order of appearance)

LITTLE BO PEEP : Scatter-brained, looks for sheep, carries shepherd's “crook”.

WEE WILLIE WINKIE : Town crier.  Public Service Type.  Carries clipboard. 
  Can ride skateboard, scooter, or roller skates.

MARY : Contrary.  Does not approve of Mayor’s ideas.

LAMB : “Baa’s” a lot.

HICKORY DOCK : Speak in unison.
DICKORY DOCK :

HUMPTY DUMPTY : The Mayor of Nursery Town.  Benevolent, well-meaning Bureaucrat.      
  Wears chain of office, and has track suit for Scene IV if required.

JACK HORNER : Cheeky school boy with large pudding.

OWL : Wise old bird.  Has large “Once Upon a Time” book.

MRS PUMPKIN EATER : Down to earth.  Wife to Peter.

OLD KING COLE : Grumpy old Soul.  Rides a “Hobby Horse”.

CAPTAIN BOREDOM : Cool, hip dude.  Dresses in outrageous “rap threads”.

PRIVATE DORK : Thick as a brick.  Always out of step.  Member of Zombie Army. 
  Has tissue fragments on T-shirt.

SERGEANT : A British “Sergeant-Major” type.

GOOSEY GANDER : Feather brained fowl.  Gullible.  Would like responsibility but is clearly  
  not cut out for it.

MOTHER GOOSE : Impatient but caring modern mother

MINOR CHARACTERS
(in order of appearance)

PETER PIPER TOM TUCKER SPRUIKER
MARJORIE DAW POLLY SUKIE
ROSIE BAKER JACK
JILL LITTLE BOY BLUE KING’S FIDDLERS
JACK BE NIMBLE THREE BLIND MICE MS MUFFETT
SPIDER BARBER BLACKSHEEP PETER PUMPKIN EATER
BUTCHER CANDLESTICK MAKER BABY BUNTING
SIMPLE SIMON

PLUS

ZOMBIE ARMY : “MEGA BLACK SHEEP” t-shirts, tracksuit pants in disrepair, moccasins.

ASSORTED NURSERY TOWN CHORUS OF SINGERS AND DANCERS.



SONGS
Once Upon A Time

You Gotta Get Organised (Humpty’s Song)
The Zombie Shuffle

It’s Hard to Be a Mum Today (Mother Goose’s Song)
Zombie Sound-Off

I’m In Charge (Goosie’s Song)
Imagination

Zombie Sound-Off Reprise
Welcome to the Show

SCENES
       I     HUMPTY DUMPTY

   II   MOTHER GOOSE
       III  THE ZOMBIE ARMY

                               IV  THE NURSERY TOWN OLYMPICS
V    IMAGINATION

THE SET
There are two basic sets:

SET ONE : “THE NURSERY TOWN SHOPPING MALL”  can be represented by a series of shopfronts, 
stalls or barrows at the back/sides, made of boxes or cardboard cutouts.  Alternatively, a backdrop or flats 
could be used.  This set should represent conformity and lack of imagination and must be easily removed by 
cast on stage (end Scene II).  At the rear of stage on a podium is the King’s throne.

SET TWO : “OLD NURSERY TOWN”  This set is the old, familiar, Nursery Town.  It can be a back drop 
or flats, or simply a collection of nursery rhyme icons, such as Humpty’s Wall, a well, the Old Woman’s 
Shoe, a tuffet, town clock, haystack, crooked house, mulberry bush, a see-saw, Mary Contrary’s garden. 
Set two is brought on as set one is removed at the end of Scene II.  The King’s throne remains.

PROPERTIES (PROPS)

SCENE I : Large “ONCE UPON A TIME” book, peppers, buns and flowers etc. for shopkeepers,
  Bo-Peep’s shepherds’ crook, Willie’s bell or whistle, ribbon, scissors, Jack’s pudding,
  cardboard cut-outs:  Barber Blacksheep, Boy Blue’s Cow, Peter Pumpkin eater and King’s Fiddler. 
SCENE II : Mother Goose’s luggage, cardboard cut-out :  Baby Bunting
SCENE III: Sergeant’s note-book and pencil, apple core, cap and badge (labelled “No.1”)
SCENE IV: Little Boy Blue’s Klaxon, Humpty’s whistle, Willie’s stopwatch, measuring tape or trundel  
  wheel, score cards 7, 8, 9, 2, white canes and sunglasses for Three Blind Mice, candlestick,
  Muffett’s bowl, spoon, drink bottle, towel, egg and spoon.
SCENE V : Cardboard cut-outs of Humpty, King Cole, Little Boy Blue, Wee Wille Winkie, Owl, Mary  
  and Lamb (together), Ms Muffett and Spider (together) and Jack Horner. 
  NOTE:  these cut-outs have prison bars on reverse side.  Cloak and hat for Captain Boredom, playpen.

SPECIAL EFFECTS (F.X.)
 
 SCENE I :      Trumpet Fanfare  
 SCENE II :  Sheep baa-ing
 SCENE IV : Trumpet Fanfare

MUSIC

The music can be played by solo piano or the instrumental backing CD. All special effects are included in 
their correct position on the instrumental backing CD.
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